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Kinetic phase transitions in a contaminated monomer-dimer reaction model

V. Bustos, R. O. Un˜ac, and G. Zgrablich
Laboratorio de Ciencias de Superficies y Medios Porosos, Universidad Nacional de San Luis, Chacabuco 917, 5700 San Luis, A

~Received 15 June 2000!

The irreversible kinetics of a monomer-dimer reaction on a catalyst surface@the Ziff-Gulari-Barshad~ZGB!
model# in the presence of a contaminant species is studied by means of Monte Carlo simulation. The only
processes allowed to the contaminant are adsorption and desorption; it is otherwise inert. The reaction window,
delimited by a second order irreversible phase transition at low monomer concentration~lower bound transi-
tion! and by a first order one at high monomer concentration~upper bound transition! in the ZGB model is
found to shrink with increasing contaminant concentration in a way that depends on its adsorption-desorption
kinetics. Through epidemic analysis, it is also found that the upper bound transition changes from first to
second order and that the lower bound transition can also be affected depending on the contaminant adsorption-
desorption kinetics. The results may provide alternative explanations for experimental observations.

PACS number~s!: 02.70.Lq, 05.70.Ln, 82.20.Mj, 82.65.Jv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in surface science@1–6# are opening a
new trend in research on catalytic reactions, in the sense
they try to bridge the gap between ideal ultrahigh vacu
~UHV! studies of molecular reactions on perfect crystals a
the results of catalytic reactions performed under indust
conditions@7#. These conditions introduce three drastic d
ferences with respect to UHV ideal studies:~a! the active
solid is not a perfect crystal,~b! the reaction does not occu
in UHV but at a pressure many orders of magnitude hig
under thermodynamic equilibrium between the gas phase
the adsorbed phase, and~c! the reactants are not pure b
contaminated with other species.

Some of the recent developments allow atomic sc
monitoring of surface species during catalytic reactions
high pressures on both flat and stepped crystals@1–3#, while
others deal with adsorption and reaction kinetic studies
high pressure on different surfaces@4–6#. All these research
directions reveal behaviors not observed in UHV studies
the present work we address from a theoretical point of v
the effects of the third factor mentioned above, the prese
of a contaminating species, on a widely studied reaction:
monomer-dimer~MD! irreversible reaction, inspired by th
catalytic oxidation of CO, which presents kinetic phase tr
sitions.

The study of kinetic, or irreversible, phase transitio
~IPT’s! became popular with the seminal work of Ziff, Gu
lari, and Barshad@8#, who proposed the popular ZGB mode
and has continued attracting the attention of researchers
since @9#. Even if the ZGB model is oversimplified, it ha
proved to be useful in understanding the main features
kind of IPT. The outstanding feature of this model is
present a reaction window delimited by a dimer-poison
state characterized by a second order IPT, at low mono
concentration~lower bound!, and by a monomer-poisone
state characterized by a first order IPT, at high monom
concentration~upper bound!. The lower bound IPT has bee
carefully characterized through epidemic analysis@10# as be-
longing to the directed percolation~DP! universality class
@11#. In spite of its amazing simplicity, the ZGB model ha
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~6!/8768~9!/$15.00
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great success in the prediction of a reaction window
served in one of the most studied monomer-dimer cataly
reactions, CO oxidation on transition metals. In fact, th
reaction window is simply the consequence of spatial co
lations induced by a delicate site-particle stoichiometric b
ance: the monomer~CO! needs one single empty site to a
sorb while the dimer (O2) needs two. The presence of th
contaminant, in the present study, will somewhat distu
such balance and therefore it is expected that some impo
changes in the behavior of the kinetics should appear.

Experimental studies of CO oxidation on transition m
als, like, for example, the one given in Ref.@12#, present,
however, two mainly differences with respect to the pred
tions of the ZGB model.

~i! The lower bound second order DP transition to
oxygen-poisoned state has not been found. The reaction
rather increases steadily as CO concentration increases
zero, passes through a maximum, and then becomes sta
ary at a very low value. Several reasons can be invoke
explain this discrepancy, like the possible contribution of t
Eley-Rideal mechanism to the reaction@13–15#, the influ-
ence of quenched disorder softening the transition@11#, and
the experimental difficulty of maintaining a perfect nonflu
tuating oxygen-poisoned state.

~ii ! The upper bound first order transition is rather seen
a second order one. Several effects have been shown to
duce this result: CO desorption@16#, a fractal substrate
@17#, and lateral interactions@18,19#.

The results we are going to present here suggest pos
alternative explanations for these observed differences.

The work is organized as follows. In Sec. II the mod
and simulation method are described. Results for the kin
phase diagrams are presented and discussed in Sec. III.
tion IV is dedicated to studying the characteristics of t
lower and upper bound IPT’s through epidemic analysis, a
conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

The reaction model we propose here is a very sim
modification of the ZGB model to study the effects of
8768 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Steady state mean coverage and re
tion rate for the contaminated monomer-dimer r
action, for different contaminant concentration
increasing from~a! to ~d!, under kineticsA. j,
A coverage;s, B coverage;* , C coverage;n, AB
reaction rate.
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monomer contaminant species on the MD reaction. LetA be
the monomer,B2 the dimer, andC the contaminant. We
propose the following reaction steps:

A~gas!1site ——→
YA

A~ads!, ~1!

B2~gas!12 sites——→
12YA

2B~ads!, ~2!

C~gas!1site ↔
ka,d~YC!

C~ads!, ~3!

A~ads!1B~ads! ——→
`

AB~gas!12 sites. ~4!

In the CO oxidation reaction, for example,A is CO, B2 is
O2 , AB is CO2, andC could be any impurity in the reactan
gases, for example, N2. In the above reaction system th
contaminant speciesC undergoes only adsorption-desorptio
processes, being otherwise inert. Our model is a tw
parameter one, say,YA andYC . We study two different ki-
netics for speciesC.
-

Kinetics A

For the adsorption and desorption rates we take, res
tively,

ka5YC~12u!, kd5YC~12u!uC , ~5!

whereu is the total surface coverage anduX is the coverage
for speciesX. This kinetics, if C were the only species
present, would lead to complete saturation of the surface

Kinetics B

A different kinetics, leading to saturation in surface co
erage of speciesC below the monolayer ifC were the only
species present, could be the following:

ka5YC~12u!, kd5YCuC . ~6!

As we shall see, even very small amounts of contamin
such as those present in realistic reaction conditions, dra
cally affect the reaction kinetics and the position and ch
acteristics of the IPT’s.
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FIG. 2. Steady state total mean coverage~d!
for kineticsA, showing the shrinking of the reac
tion window as the contaminant concentration i
creases from~a! to ~d!.
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We study the behavior of the proposed system thro
Monte Carlo simulation by following closely the metho
used in the original ZGB model@8# with the obvious modi-
fications imposed by step~3!. The catalyst surface is repre
sented by a square lattice of sites, with dimensionsL3L
~L5100 in our simulations! and periodic boundary condi
tions. The gas phase is represented by a mixture of the t
reactant species with mole fractionsYA , YB , andYC , such
that they sum up to unity.

A trial begins by choosing a species from the gas ph
with probabilities given by the respective mole fractions.

If the chosen molecule is A, then~a! a site on the lattice is
chosen at random;~b! if that site is already occupied, the
the trial ends;~c! otherwiseA is adsorbed; and~d! the four
nearest neighbor~NN! sites are checked in random order.
a B is found in any of them, then both sites are emptied a
a reaction productAB is accumulated.

If the chosen molecule is B2 , then ~a! two adjacent sites
are chosen at random;~b! if either site is occupied, the tria
ends;~c! otherwiseB2 dissociates and adsorbs on those t
sites; and~d! the six NN sites are checked in random ord
If an A is found in any of them, then it is reacted with th
adjacentB, both sites are emptied, and a reaction productAB
is accumulated.
h

ee

e

d

.

If the chosen molecule is C, then there are two possibili
ties. For kinetics A~a! a site on the lattice is chosen at ra
dom; ~b! if it is occupied, then the trial ends;~c! otherwiseC
is adsorbed; and~d! another site in the lattice is randoml
chosen;~e! if it is C, then it is desorbed, otherwise the tri
ends.For kinetics B ~a! a site on the lattice is chosen a
random;~b! if it is empty, C is adsorbed; or~c! if it is a C,
then it is desorbed;~d! otherwise the trial ends.

A Monte Carlo step~MCS! consists ofL3L trials, i.e., in
the mean every site on the lattice has been visited for ads
tion. For given values ofYA and YC , and starting with an
initial blank state, stabilization of the process is achiev
either when the total surface coverageu5uA1uB1uC is
unity or when it has not changed appreciably over the
105 MCS’s. In all cases stabilization is achieved before
3105 MCS’s. In this way a plot of each species covera
and of the reaction rateRAB versusYA is obtained for each
value ofYC .

III. KINETIC PHASE DIAGRAMS

We present and discuss our results for each of the kine
considered for the contaminant species.
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Kinetics A

As shown in Fig. 1, the behavior of the steady state c
erage and that of the reaction rate as a function ofYA are
strongly affected by the contaminant concentration. In~a!,
for YC50, we have the classical ZGB behavior with a se
ond order IPT atY1A50.38960.005~for YA,Y1A there is a
B-poisoned state! and a first order IPT atY2A50.525
60.001 ~for YA.Y2A there is anA-poisoned state! and the
reaction window between these two values. AsYC increases
@~b! and ~c!#, the low YA IPT remains unchanged, with th
only exception that nearY1A a few C particles also contrib-
ute to theB-poisoned state, while the highYA IPT becomes
smoother and continuously moves to the left until the re
tion window completely disappears in~d!, when the contami-
nant concentration reaches a critical valueYC

crit'7.531027

for the assumed kinetics. The behavior of the reaction w
dow can be better appreciated in Fig. 2, where only the t
surface coverage has been represented as a function ofYA .
The reaction window~broken lines!, delimited by a (B

FIG. 3. Monte Carlo snapshots of surface coverage forYA

50.47 and YC5131027, for kinetics A: ~a! after 30
3105 MCS’s; ~b! after 503105 MCS’s.
-

-

-

-
al

1C)-poisoned state at the lower bound, and by
(A1C)-poisoned state at the upper bound@20#, shrinks con-
tinuously down to zero.

In order to analyze these results we must recall that, a
well known from the ZGB model, theA-poisoned state is
achieved through an abrupt growth of compactA islands~a
condensation process! when criticality is approached. Whe
YA is not sufficiently high, adsorption of the dimerB2 and
the eventual reaction prevent the explosive growth of isla
and the reaction is sustained. Let us see what happens
Y1A @for example,YA50.47 in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!, corre-
sponding to YC /YC

crit50.13# when the contaminantC is
present. At an intermediate stage in the stabilization proc
where uA50.0348,uB50.5380, anduC50.089 @see snap-
shot in Fig. 3~a!#, the contaminant in the adsorbed phase is
part dispersed among a sea ofB and empty sites while an
other fraction is in contact with smallA islands. The former
have negligible effect on the process since the adsorptio
the monomerA on empty sites next toB is still highly prob-
able. In contrast, thoseC in contact with smallA islands
partially prevent the breaking down of the islands by adso
tion of the dimer, through a decrease in the adsorption pr
ability of a dimer in their surroundings~two sites are
needed!. In a sense, we could say thatC favors the nucle-

FIG. 4. Variation of the size of the reaction window as a fun
tion of the contaminant concentration, for kineticsA.

FIG. 5. Phase diagram for the contaminated monomer-di
reaction, for kineticsA, showing the different poisoned regions an
the reaction region. The inset shows an enlargement near the l
bound of the reaction window.
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FIG. 6. Steady state mean coverage and re
tion rate for the contaminated monomer-dimer r
action, for different contaminant concentration
increasing from~a! to ~d!, under kineticsB. j,
A coverage;s, B coverage;* , C coverage;d,
total coverage;n, AB reaction rate.
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ation and growth of these islands. As the process goes o
a stage whereuA50.2668,uB50.2508, anduC50.1492@see
snapshot in Fig. 3~c!#, A islands are much bigger, with a
appreciable amount ofC trapped inside and another fractio
in contact with their borders, while the situation in the sea
B and empty sites is similar to that corresponding to
previous stage. All this results in a multiple island nuc
ation, growth, and coalescence process leading continuo
to theA-poisoned state, with someC embedded inside, end
ing up with coverages given byuA50.8424,uB50, anduC
50.1576. The overall effect of the contaminant is then
make the reaction process near the upper bound appe
that corresponding to a higher effectiveA concentration. This
explains why the reaction window shrinks, by shifting t
upper bound to the left while the lower bound remains un
fected.

The form in which the reaction windowDYA shrinks as a
function of YC is represented in Fig. 4. In the neighborho
at

f
e
-
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of YC
crit , where the window disappears,DYA behaves as

DYA}(YC
crit2YC)z, with z52.8360.23, giving a critical

value ofYC
crit5(7.560.2)31027. Figure 5 shows the phas

diagram for the reaction considered, with theB-poisoned, the
(B1C)-poisoned ~in the inset!, the reactive, the
(A1C)-poisoned, and theA-poisoned zones.

For the kinetics considered, we conclude that very sm
amounts~vestiges! of contaminants lead to drastic changes
the reaction process and to the disappearance of the rea
window.

Kinetic B

While for kineticsA only the upper bound IPT is affected
for kineticsB we find that both transitions are. From Fig.
we see that the presence of the contaminant again smo
the upper bound IPT, but now it modifies not only the po
tion of the upper bound IPT but also that of the lower bou
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IPT. For low enoughYC , say below 131025, the lower
bound stays constant while the upper bound shifts to the
As YC increases further, both bounds shift to the left and
high contaminant concentrations the lower bound sh
faster than the upper bound~see Fig. 7!. This results in the
variation of the width of the reaction window shown in Fi
8, where it is seen that the reaction window decreases
tially, passes through a minimum aroundYC5131025, and
then increases again slowly.

The shift in the upper bound can be analyzed by follow
closely the arguments used in the case of kineticsA, with the
obvious difference that the shift is much smoother due to
characteristics of kineticsB. If the contaminant concentratio
were increased far beyond the value shown in Figs. 7 an
the reaction window would eventually close due to an abr
shift of the upper bound to the left.

It is interesting to note that the lower bound of the rea
tion window seems to decrease with no limit towardYA50
as the contaminant concentration increases. In fact,
should be so, given that the particular kinetics considered
C is such that adsorbedC can always be removed, providin
free sites for the adsorption ofA to react withB and sustain-

FIG. 7. Position of the upper~d! and lower~j! bounds of the
reaction window for kineticsB as a function of contaminant con
centration.

FIG. 8. Variation of the size of the reaction window as a fun
tion of the contaminant concentration, for kineticsB.
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ing the reaction even at lowA concentrations for sufficiently
high YC . This behavior provides an alternative explanati
for the fact that an oxygen-poisoned state is not found in
CO oxidation reaction@12#.

IV. THE NATURE OF THE PHASE TRANSITIONS

Finally, we investigate the nature of the phase transitio
at the lower and upper bounds delimiting the reaction w
dow. In order to avoid the large fluctuation problems arisi
near criticality@9#, we make use of the epidemic analysis d
to Jensen, Fogedby, and Dickman@10# and the method of

-

FIG. 9. Critical exponentsd andh as a function of the contami
nant concentration, for kineticsA: ~a! at the lower bound of the
reaction window the IPT is second order with constant expone
and nearly belongs to the DP universality class;~b!, at the upper
bound the IPT is first order at zero contaminant concentration
changes to second order as the concentration increases.

TABLE I. Values of the critical exponentsd and h near the
lower and upper bound IPT’s for kineticsA.

YC

0 131028 131027 431027 7.531027

Lower bound
h 10.22 10.25 10.25 10.26
d 10.46 10.42 10.43 10.42

Upper bound
h 22.54 21.69 20.90 20.25 20.14
d 13.71 13.35 11.57 11.01 11.00
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Evans and Miesch@21,22# to estimate critical exponents. A
the lower bound, we start with a lattice completely cover
with speciesB except for a single empty site at its cente
Then we measure the survival probabilityP(t), i.e., the
probability that the lattice is not completely poisoned af
time t, and the average number of empty sitesN(t). These
quantities, before they reach their asymptotic behav
should scale as

P~ t !}t2d, ~7!

N~ t !}th. ~8!

A unit of time is represented by 1 MCS following the tri
procedure described in Sec. II and for each time the m
sured quantities were averaged over 53103 realizations of
the process. A similar analysis is performed at the up
bound, except that we start with a pair of nearest neigh
empty sites embedded in a lattice covered by speciesA. The
results depend on the kinetics considered for the contami
species.

FIG. 10. Monte Carlo snapshots of surface coverage after
3105 MCS’s: ~a! YA50.48, YC50.97531027; ~b! YA50.405,
YC53.931027.
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Kinetics A

The behavior of the critical exponentsd and h at the
lower bound IPT are shown in Fig. 9~a! for different values
of YC . They appear to be nearly independent of the conta
nant concentration and their values are close to those
tained by Jensen, Fogedby, and Dickman@10# for the pure
ZGB model ~see also Table I! corresponding to a secon
order IPT belonging to the directed percolation universa
class. In our case we could say that the DP universality
nearly conserved. This is not an unusual result since i
possible that uncorrelated spatiotemporal quenched diso
like that introduced in the system by the presence ofC under
kineticsA, may not disturb the DP critical behavior on larg
scales@11#.

For the upper bound IPT, estimations of the critical exp
nents as functions ofYC are shown in Fig. 9~b!. Here we find
a drastic change in the characteristics of the IPT: forYC
50, the pure ZGB model, the results are in concordance w
those obtained by Evans and Miesch@21,22# and characterize
a first order IPT; asYC increases,d decreases whileh in-
creases~becomes less negative! until they become nearly sta
tionary. It is interesting to note that critical directed perco
tion processes can be generated by using properly corre
initial conditions, in such a way that the time behavior of t
empty site density may present a critical exponenth ranging
from negative to positive values@23#. However, the connec
tion of this observation with our results is not clear. On t
other hand, Evans and Miesch@21,22# find that near the up-
per bound IPT for the ZGB model the exponentd decreases
and the exponenth increases~becomes less negative! when

.5

FIG. 11. Critical exponentsd andh as functions of the contami
nant concentration, for kineticsB: ~a! at the lower bound of the
reaction window the IPT is second order, not belonging to the
universality class;~b! at the upper bound the IPT is first order
zero contaminant concentration and changes to second order a
concentration increases.
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TABLE II. Values of the critical exponentsd andh near the lower and upper bound IPT’s for kineticsB.

YC

0 131025 131023 131022 231022 531027 131021

Lower bound
h 10.22 10.26 10.21 20.25 20.21 20.19 20.16
d 10.46 10.43 10.44 10.50 10.46 10.44 10.37

Upper bound
h 22.41 20.62 20.71 20.38 20.35 20.33
d 13.79 12.00 12.06 10.94 10.63 10.74
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the reaction rate is decreased from̀to a finite value. There-
fore, following their analysis, we can conclude that the var
tion of the critical exponents obtained in Fig. 9~b! is due to
the fact that the presence of the contaminant species
creases the effective reaction rate through the same topo
cal mechanism affecting the growth ofA islands explained in
Sec. III. In particular, we find that the IPT at this upp
bound has changed from first order~for YC50! to second
order ~for YC.0!; however, this second order transition
determined, through the analysis of critical exponents, no
be in the directed percolation universality class. This cha
in the order of the phase transition is in concordance with
observation that in the contaminated case the monom
poisoned state is reached through a continuous proces
nucleation, growth, and coalescence of islands, rather
through an explosive growth of a compact island~condensa-
tion! as happens in the original ZGB model. Snapshots of
adsorbed phase forYC50.831027 ~where critical exponents
vary strongly! and for YC54.031027 ~where they level
out!, for values ofYA just above the IPT and after the sam
number of MCS’s (2.53105), are shown in Figs. 10~a! and
10~b!, respectively. A bigA cluster can be observed in~a!,
while in ~b! we only have a number of small islands, su
gesting that in the first case the process looks more lik
first order transition while in the second case it looks m
like a second order one.

Kinetics B

Figure 11 and Table II show the behavior of critical e
ponentsd andh as a function ofYC for the case of kinetics
B. At the lower bound@Fig. 11~a!#, while d remains approxi-
mately constant~near the value corresponding to the DP u
versality class!, h decreases initially very fast and then st
bilizes to a negative value. This indicates that the dim
poisoning process no longer belongs to the DP universa
class in spite of the fact that it is still a second order IP
Therefore, we have here an example of a spatiotemp
quenched disorder affecting the universality of the DP p
cess at criticality. At the upper bound@Fig. 11~b!#, the criti-
cal exponents behave in a similar way to the case of kine
ys
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A: d decreases andh increases withYC . The explanation is
similar to that given for the case of kineticsA ~a decrease in
the effective reaction rate!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have examined the changes in the kin
ics of a monomer-dimer catalyzed reaction, represented
the ZGB model, produced by the presence of vestiges o
contaminant species in the gas phase, which only underg
adsorption-desorption processes, being otherwise iner
rich variety of behaviors in the reaction kinetics is foun
depending on the kinetics assumed for the adsorpt
desorption process of the contaminant species~kinetics A
andB!.

In all cases, the first order IPT predicted by the ZG
model at high monomer concentration is transformed int
second order IPT, which does not belong to the DP univ
sality class. This finding provides an alternative explanat
for one of the features observed experimentally in the
oxidation reaction~the upper bound IPT is second order!.

For kineticsA, the second order IPT at the lower bound
not affected by the contaminant and is found to belo
nearly to the DP universality class, the upper bound I
shifts to the left, and the reaction window shrinks and dis
pears completely at a critical contaminant concentration.
kinetics B, the positions of both IPT’s are affected by th
contaminant in such a way that the reaction window initia
shrinks, passes through a minimum, and then wid
slightly. The lower bound second order IPT is found not
belong to the DP universality class and continuously sh
toward very low monomer concentrations. This behav
provides an alternative explanation for another feature
served experimentally in the CO oxidation reaction~there is
no oxygen-poisoned state!.
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